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									Climate ChangeClimate Legislation Delays Lead to Lack of Confidence
								
								
																				
												
													Jul 28, 2021												
											
																					
												
													Judith Bradford												
											
										Comment on Climate Legislation Delays Lead to Lack of Confidence						        

								
														        	
										In November 2020, the federal government created the Canadian Net-Zero Emissions Accountability Act (Bill C-12). This is a legislative act that ensures political leaders are held responsible for reaching climate targets by reducing the emission of net-zero greenhouse gases (GHGs).

Additionally, this measure helps push the government to enforce action on climate change before 2050. However, the legislation has encountered some amendment delays due to the possibility of a federal election.

This has made various political parties blame each other for unnecessary delays. If the legislation doesn’t become law as soon as possible…

										        	
										        														    

												    									

															

						

					

					

				

			

					
				
										
						
						    
						    	
									Climate ChangeCanadian Parks & Trees Protection’s Biggest Climate Lawsuit
								
								
																				
												
													Jul 26, 2021												
											
																					
												
													Judith Bradford												
											
										Comment on Canadian Parks & Trees Protection’s Biggest Climate Lawsuit						        

								
														        	
										In November 2019, seven young people between the ages of 12-23 years announced that they’ll be suing Premier Ford. The young people showed their disappointment with the government’s ignorance of climate disasters. Following this, Canadian Parks & Trees Protection decided to take part in the lawsuit to support them in legal decisions.

When they spoke about their complaints, each one of them highlighted that the government is risking their future and generations to come. They said that …

										        	
										        														    

												    									

															

						

					

					

				

			

					
				
										
						
						    
						    	
									Climate ChangePremiers Should Quit Politicking About Climate Actions
								
								
																				
												
													Jul 25, 2021												
											
																					
												
													Judith Bradford												
											
										Comment on Premiers Should Quit Politicking About Climate Actions						        

								
														        	
										In April 2021, the Supreme Court of Canada concluded that the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act is constitutionally eligible to take action on the climate change disaster. The court also enacted the use of minimal carbon pricing qualities, which would be a better solution to climate changes.

Some Canadians accepted the ruling with open arms while other provinces like Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Alberta rejected it. These three provinces perceived that the court’s decision was scientifically incorrect and indefensible. They complained that the decision would later lead to unavoidable consequences.

However, the Court …
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				NatureWhen Is the Best Time to Plant Roses for Maximum Bloom?

			
			
	           Jul 7, 2023 Judith BradfordComment on When Is the Best Time to Plant Roses for Maximum Bloom?	        

			
					        
					Have you been wanting to plant some gorgeous rose bushes in your garden? If so, you’re probably wondering when is the best time to put those babies in the ground.

The truth is, there are a few factors to consider to ensure your roses bloom abundantly. As much as we all wish we could plant roses whenever the mood strikes, roses prefer to be planted at specific times of the year. That explains why you need to protect your roses properly in winter.

The ideal time depends on your rose – bare root, containerized, or potted. Here are some …
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				NatureEasy Ways to Help the Environment Now

			
			
	           Oct 5, 2021 Judith BradfordComment on Easy Ways to Help the Environment Now	        

			
					        
					In helping the environment, big changes need to be made now. Nevertheless, simple actions such as eating or vaping less can have a huge impact on the Earth. Making these lifestyle changes can greatly lessen your carbon footprint. You can see many Vape stockists around you in the area. Continue reading to learn ways on how you can help the environment now.

Consuming Less

Saying “no” is not easy for most people. Receiving freebies, splurging on the latest gadgets or other trends, and hoarding cheap items are hard to refuse. The problem with these is that these things likely end up …
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				Climate ChangeClimate Legislation Delays Lead to Lack of Confidence

			
			
	           Jul 28, 2021 Judith BradfordComment on Climate Legislation Delays Lead to Lack of Confidence	        

			
					        
					In November 2020, the federal government created the Canadian Net-Zero Emissions Accountability Act (Bill C-12). This is a legislative act that ensures political leaders are held responsible for reaching climate targets by reducing the emission of net-zero greenhouse gases (GHGs).

Additionally, this measure helps push the government to enforce action on climate change before 2050. However, the legislation has encountered some amendment delays due to the possibility of a federal election.

This has made various political parties blame each other for unnecessary delays. If the legislation doesn’t become law as soon as possible…
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	           Jul 25, 2021 Judith BradfordComment on Premiers Should Quit Politicking About Climate Actions	        

			
					        
					In April 2021, the Supreme Court of Canada concluded that the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act is constitutionally eligible to take action on the climate change disaster. The court also enacted the use of minimal carbon pricing qualities, which would be a better solution to climate changes.

Some Canadians accepted the ruling with open arms while other provinces like Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Alberta rejected it. These three provinces perceived that the court’s decision was scientifically incorrect and indefensible. They complained that the decision would later lead to unavoidable consequences.

However, the Court …
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	           Jul 18, 2021 Judith BradfordComment on Supreme Court Dismisses Taseko Mines Ltd’s Application	        

			
					        
					In May 2020, the Supreme Court of Canada released Taseko Mines Ltd’s application from their duties. This was supposed to pave way for 2019’s Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) ruling that tackled full federal assessment of Taseko’s New Prosperity copper-gold mine.

The federal results showed that the mine project could result in environmental pollution including water localities. When the findings were brought to court, Taseko mines were inevitably dismissed to protect Canada’s fish lakes.

This was because Taseko mines activities posed greater threats to the environment, particularly Teztan Biny, a fish lake. Teztan Biny is…
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